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THE TEAM 

MEDILINK DIRECT SUPPORT 

We are very much a family team, 

just a bunch of nice guys who care. 

Our passion is computer 
technologies and helping others. 

OUR HELP DESK MANAGER, Matt 

heads up the team. He comes from 
a Queensland Health background. 

He recently became a very proud 

dad. Amelie, is grandchild # 4 for 
my wife & I, wow she is beautiful. 

Matt is responsible to Patrick, our 

chief software engineer, technical 
backstop for the team. Patrick, my 

nephew, is expecting a son in six 

months. Dominic is his brother – 
and like Patrick has a very good IT 

background. Casey, a close friend, 

is also an assistant programmer to 
Patrick. He forms part of the team 

on the front desk for support 

issues, in looking after our clients 
as we do - better than anyone can. 

Geoff Neill is not only our GM but 

also my best friend. Again, by 
nature, Geoff is a natural who will 

always go the extra mile to ensure 

our clients are well looked after. 
Geoff is also responsible for sales 

and training. Geoff has been with 

me many years. We met when he 
was a partner in a GP practice on 

the Gold Coast. He is hands on, 

very experienced with all facets 
and well understands  the needs of 

Practices of all types. 

Then there is me, with a Banking & 
Business Systems Consulting 

background, owner 25 great years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It’s that time of year again – TAX time, end of the financial year. 
MEDICARE and the GOOD NEWS is … time for a pay rise in the 
form of MBS fee update, as at 1st July. We are in the process now 
of incorporating these latest fees into Medilink and making them 
available to our subscribers. As at the time of writing we have 
not received Fee Updates from DVA or any of the Funds, we will 
make these also available as they come to hand. 

BUSINESS MODEL CHANGE. We have found the need to change, 
as most of our competitors have, to a compulsory subscription 
model for support. We have no arrangements with any other 
company or persons to support our Medilink software and are of 
the firm belief that as the developers of Medilink we are the best 
to service this for you. Particularly as a software provider, with all 
that surrounds eHealth continues to grow and become more 
complex, we need to ensure our solutions provide ongoing 
benefits to Practices, Patients and the community as a whole. 

MEDILINK DIRECT SUPPORT now includes our software UPDATES 
(VIPS) and SUPPORT (MDS) shrink wrapped together as one. 
Most of you, our valued clients, already fully subscribe to this 
however in the past we have tolerated others to service your 
Medilink needs by itemising the two as separate products. The 

burden created by this in more recent times has proven 
counterproductive, unsustainable and not in the best interests 

of our clients. The value in changing the model, we believe, will 
significantly benefit our clients in the months and years ahead.        

Note: Your subscription renewal is now due - invoices have been sent. 

MEDILINK 2014 R1 / R2 – UPDATES. Version R1 is now available 
however as we have R2 currently in testing with Medicare for our 
latest NOI (Notice Of Integration) certificate it may be best to 
wait another few weeks before updating. R2 will ensure a high 
degree of future proofing bringing all aspects of Online Claiming 
and associated services up to the minute, including Medicare’s 
required changes to their Statement of Claims forms used, 
essential for claiming in the new-year, due to compliance 
changes to privacy laws.  

MOBILE PHONE – MS Outlook connectivity for your Provider’s 
APPOINTMENTS is a very nice enhancement option within R2’s 
release. This should prove very popular. Refer details, next page. 

Beyond R2’s release in July and during the next half year period, 
we are committed to releasing those new modules built into R2 
for online claiming purposes that include Day Surgery, ACIR 
(Immunisation Register), IHC’s (Hospital Claiming), DVA Allied 
Health and BIR best reporting for our EASYCLAIM module.  

 



Our story is to be continued …… 

   
 NEW CLIENTS - the CEREBRAL PALSY League (CPL). We are very pleased and proud to announce that 

we recently added another high profile client to our collection of well acclaimed, prestigious industry 
leaders. They are maximizing the use of Medilink throughout their centres with a wide area network. 
Having met their management team recently I was suitably impressed with their high degree of 
organisation and professionalism. As we have done for many of our high-end users, we will be 
customising our software specifically for their needs. 

 DONATIONS. We are looking to become a pro-active sponsor and supporter of the Cerebral Palsy 
League with a proposal for fund raising for their magnificent causes refer:                                . 
http://www.cpl.org.au/how-you-can-help/Corporate_Giving/specific-purpose-donations       
I have asked Geoff (our GM) to discuss with them how we can help. 

 WHAT’S NEW. The most exciting enhancement we’ve done in recent times, I believe, is our integration 
with MS Outlook for Providers Appointments. It works ideally on iPhones, Android and Windows 
Phones. The workflow is from our Appointment module, it is similar to our SMS Reminder system. The 
provider’s appointments go to their mobile phones, with Notes, via Outlook (you must have). 
Appointment Status (e.g. Cancelled, Finished etc.) can be changed by the practice or by the 
provider and is updated automatically throughout the system. Availability – R2 release. After this will 
come your free update to our Medilink ENTERPRISE SQL version and then integrated HI#’s. 

 The benefits for Medilink 2014 R2 with our latest NOI from Medicare are numerous. Too many here to 
list but include all facets of Online Claiming bringing us up-to the minute with the very latest. This 
includes a higher degree of reliability, improvements in speed, workflow and reporting. We will be 
notifying all MDS subscribers when this update is available however we are two weeks into our 
Medicare’s in-depth NOI testing with approximately another two weeks to go. 

 NEW SUPPORT. Raising the bar even further - not just with our staffing but with the tools we have also 
invested in to provide you with the very best service. Many of you will have already experienced our 
use of BOMGAR (an industry bench mark application for remote serving) now integrated within our 
software. We have further invested in a new CRM (Customer Relational Management application) 
that is designed specifically for on-line interactions and efficiencies when things are not ultra-urgent. 
A job number is allocated and followed through in a systematic manner until completed. This tool is 
included in our R2 release and we’ll be advising you more about it and its benefits soon. 

 MEDILINK’s team and we’re still growing … 

 

MATT  DOM     CASEY        PATRICK  GEOFF    BOB 

We’re all here to serve and look after you – better than anyone can . 

 Yours sincerely, 

Bob Marsh, MEDILINK  

Advanced Professional Systems Pty. Ltd. Licensed Owner, developer, distributor and supporter of Medilink software                                   
Freecall 1800 623 633    www.medilink.com.au 
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